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Abstract: 

The objective of this study was to detect combinations of interpersonal attractiveness, social power and verbal 

aggressiveness during physical education and to point out their determinants. A sample of five students’ 

networks (secondary education) was collected (117 nodes, 64 = boys 53 = girls) using standardized 

questionnaires. The questionnaires consisted of the network part (relationships of attractiveness, aggressiveness, 

power developed among students: each student replied about the particular relationship developed with each and 

every student in their network) and the non-network part (non-network determinants such as age, weight, gender, 

place of birth, living, family financial status etc.). Social Network Analysis, Spearman test and PCA were 

implemented. Results: All forms of interpersonal attractiveness are interrelated and correlated to social power. 

Verbal aggressiveness is negatively related to attractiveness and power. Scientific/task attractiveness may protect 

from becoming a target of verbal aggressiveness. Good general grade at school and aiming at distinction are the 

main determinants of emerging attractiveness and power and deterrents of verbal aggressiveness. Females seem 

scientifically attractive and chosen as mentors more often than males. The types of targets and actors of 

attractiveness, power, argumentativeness and verbal aggressiveness are proposed. The targets are: “the 

interpersonally attractive mentor” who is physically, socially and task/scientifically attractive, argumentative and 

protected from verbal aggressiveness and “the physically attractive target” who is only physically attractive and 

is verbally targeted. The types of actors are: “the socialized troublemaker” who may be verbally aggressive at 

times but tends to be attracted and mentored by others and “the lonely coercer” who is marginalized, using 

verbal aggressiveness and tends not to be mentored and attracted by others.  
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Introduction 

Group work is prominent in physical education (Lafont 2012, Barker et al. 2015, Ward and Lee 2005) 

and this presupposes relations developed among group members. Understanding the grid of relationships in PE 

classes can generate a better understanding of PE practice. Siedentop (1994) points out that affiliation in a group 

or a team determines the context for personal growth. Affiliation requires relationships which within PE classes 

may be characterized with attractiveness, aggressiveness and power.   

Interpersonal communication and interpersonal attractiveness are interrelated (Berscheid and Reis 

1998). Interpersonal attractiveness consists of three dimensions: a) social attractiveness, based on personal liking 

b) scientific/task attractiveness, trust based on collaboration desire and c) physical attractiveness, based on 

appearance (McCroskey and McCain 1974). Many studies have focused on the conditions under which 

interpersonal attractiveness arises (Krause et al. 2014, Malloy 2018). Several studies have focused on the relation 

between personality traits and interpersonal attractiveness (Wrzus and Mehl 2015, Selfhout et al. 2010, Van der 

Linden et al. 2010, Zhao et al. 2015, Bevan et al. 2015, Brunson et al. 2016, Cemalcilar et al. 2018, Losch and 

Rentzsch, 2018) or the stages which familiarity and interpersonal attractiveness undergo (Finkel et al. 2015) and 

the determinants of attractiveness (Nezlek et al. 2011, Brumbaugh et al. 2014, Sortheix and Lonnqvist 2015, 

Talley and Temple 2015, Matey 2016, Li et al. 2017, Rodrigues et al. 2017, Alves 2018, Kim 2018). On the 

other hand, argumentativeness and verbal aggressiveness are two sides of the same coin since argumentativeness 

aims at the interlocutor’s positions whereas verbal aggressiveness aims at the interlocutor’s self-concept (Infante 

et al. 2011, Guerrero and Gross 2014, Mumford et al. 2019).  

All relationships, friendly or not, are imbued with power.  Popitz describes a model consisting of four 

types of power: a) power of action: bodily superiority or violence based on the potential vulnerability of human 

beings. b) instrumental power/power of external control: ability to give and take (resources, affection, 

knowledge, etc.) and the possibility to give gratification or punishment. c) authoritative power/power of 

internalized control, agreement of others due to the trust they show in one’s face. d) power of data constitution, 

the power to constitute and control data (Popitz 1992: 24–33; Teymoori, 2020).  

So far, regarding physical education. the positive relationship between argumentativeness and 

interpersonal attractiveness (Syrmpas and Bekiari 2015, 2018) and the negative relationship between 
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aggressiveness and students’ motivation or orientation in PE have been studied (Bekiari et al. 2005, 2006a; 

Bekiari et al. 2006b, Bekiari et al. 2006c, Bekiari 2012, Bekiari et al. 2015, Deliligka et al. 2017). The 

interdependence of emotionality, anxiety, aggressiveness and subjective control in professional training has been 

indicated (Popovych et al., 2022). Coaches’ verbal aggressiveness as an influential behavioral trait that 

influences athletes’ perception and feelings has also been studied (Syrmpas and Bekiari, 2018). Similarly, 

coaches’ leadership behavior affects athletes’ perceptions, feelings and performance. Network analysis has also 

taken place in several cases considering holistic structures of argumentativeness, verbal aggressiveness and 

attractiveness. Particularly, Bekiari and Hasanagas (2016) offered network results which point out that 

communication brims with aggressive behaviour. Determinants of attractiveness in relation to socio-personal 

traits such as gender, pedagogic influence and age were explored as structural phenomena (Hasanagas and 

Bekiari 2015, Bekiari et al 2019a, 2019b). In addition, Bekiari and Spyropoulou (2016) investigated the network 

effects of interplay between verbal aggressiveness and interpersonal attractiveness in higher education PE 

departments.  

The academic added value of this study lies in the exploration of structures of attractiveness, 

aggressiveness and power focusing on the interplay of their dimensions in details as well as in the detection of 

particular types of respective targets and actors during PE classes of secondary education. The practical added 

value consists in the investigation of determinants of attractiveness and aggressive behaviours. Thereby, insights 

are expected to be provided to physical educators of schools in order to handle such phenomena more 

effectively. 

 

Methods and materials 

Methodology 

Network analysis based on algebraic approach along with conventional statistics are used. Interpersonal 

relations formulate hierarchies among students (nodes) by algebraic indicators. Each class of n-students is a 

network of n-nodes and is depicted as a polygon (n-gon) illustrating the created social structures with its 

diagonals to represent the relations of attractiveness, power, argumentativeness and verbal aggressiveness among 

students. These variables of the students are processed with network indicators (algorithms). Indicators were 

calculated and normalized (%) by software Visone 1.1. Their formulas are easily accessible in the web and 

presented here as well.1 Their structural meaning is as follows: In-degree and out-degree are defined as 

occasional hierarchy, indicating directly contacted nodes of attraction, power, argument and verbal 

aggressiveness. Katz-status is defined as accumulative hierarchy position calculated as a chain of successive 

relations, indicating deeper situations than in- and out-degree. Pagerank is defined as distributive hierarchy 

position indicating transferred value from node to node, such as being attracted. Authority is defined as qualified 

competitiveness indicating nodes who attract links of many other students developing intensive and not 

occasional relations.  

Sample and questionnaires  

This research has applied non-random network sampling with the aim to detect structures and not self-

perceptional data. The aim of this study has not been descriptive but analytic statistics (correlations).  This is not 

deemed as a weakness but as an advantage since correlations are not descriptive ones like generalisations that are 

based on the total population but indicative of tendencies which may have generalised effectiveness.  

                                                 
1 1  
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Five physical education classes from secondary education in Trikala were chosen (88 nodes in total). 

Standardised questionnaires were distributed and answered by students during their classes avoiding any 

disturbance of the teaching programme, after permission of the responsible authority (Institute of Educational 

Policy in Ministry of Education, Greece). Students’ parents have signed a special consent form prior to the day 

of participation in the survey as students were under-18s. The questionnaire consisted of two parts: a) non-

network variables, examining the personal features of students (e.g. gender, place of living etc.) and b) network 

variables (relations of interpersonal attractiveness, power, argumentativeness and verbal aggressiveness which 

may experience among them). The network part of questionnaire was based on the following tested 

questionnaires of Verbal Aggressiveness Scale and Interpersonal Attraction Scale. Additional questions were 

added to the above questionnaires, about trust (advising about study issues) and argumentativeness (weakness 

during a discussion).  

 

Statistical Analysis 

Visone 1.1. was used in order to process the network data in order to extract the values of in-degree, 

out-degree, pagerank and authority for every node. Both non-network and network variables were entered in 

SPSS 21. Spearman test was used [p 0.01 (*) and p 0.05(**)]. This bivariate test was preferable to 

multivariate analysis as it is a non-parametric test. The centrality values of nodes (not of ties) have been 

correlated with non-network variables and with each other (techniques like QAP or ERGM are not necessary in 

study, as it focuses on correlations concerning centralities of nodes and not ties among nodes. Finally, in order to 

reveal behavioural patterns (typology), Principal component analysis was implemented. 

 

Results 

In figure 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 the basic circle form along with several structures (hierarchies of Katz status, 

pagerank and authority) of argumentativeness, interpersonal attractiveness and verbal aggressiveness are 

presented.  

Density differences can be observed between networks. In figure 2, 3, 4, networks of attraction (9,48%, 

12,64%, 50,39%) are denser than these of verbal aggressiveness (2,56%) in figure 5 and argumentativeness 

(3,16%) in figure 1. This can be attributed to the fact that students who implement negative, harmful behaviours 

do not usually outnumber those demonstrating positive behaviours and school is a place of socialization, not of 

conflict development.  

In figure 1, nodes high in the hierarchy of disagreement during a discussion are absent from any other 

kind of attractiveness hierarchy. It seems that the deficiency of argumentative skills during a discussion may lead 

disputers during sport lessons to the exclusion from socialization and consequently from the possibility of 

making oneself available for any kind of attractiveness. Argumentativeness may add to one’s profile, making 

them attractive but the lack of it may add to an aggressive profile. Physical, social, scientific attraction and 

power seem to share the same nodes at the top of their hierarchy, indicating that different forms of attractiveness 

and power can be correlated contrary to the hierarchies of verbal aggressiveness and argumentativeness whose 

top nodes do not appear high in the hierarchies of attractiveness at the same time. 

 

Regarding hierarchical forms, in figure 2, 3, 4 students on the top of physical attractiveness are 

simultaneously on the top of scientific attractiveness and social attractiveness. Physically attractive nodes are 

selected at a more intimate level as friends or as collaborators at sports or for the completion of tasks at school. 

This indicates a correlation between physical, social and scientific attractiveness since friendliness, addressing 

for help at school and physical attractiveness are represented by the same nodes during PE classes. In addition, 

nodes appearing to be collaborators for study issues due to being high in scientific attractiveness, also display 

other characteristics of physical or social attractiveness.  

 

Looking for advice on academic issues seems to be related with the criteria applied in terms of 

friendship as well. All forms of physical attractiveness seem to be related to social power in the form of trust. 

Students high at the hierarchy of advice in figure 6 are also leading nodes in physical, social and scientific 

attractiveness beyond PE classes.  

However, nodes on the top of verbal aggressiveness in figure 5 do not appear on the top of other 

attractiveness hierarchies. The profile of the verbally aggressive student consists of a combination of 

demonstrated behaviours like offense, irony, rudeness and threat. Verbally aggressive students during PE classes 

are neither physically nor socially attractive or a choice for academic advice, and this is partly explained by the 

fact that verbally aggressive nodes are on the top of disagreement hierarchies as well. Students who feel 

unattractive physically, socially or academically may resort to different forms of verbal aggressiveness or 

become disputers in order to compensate for their weakness. 
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Basic form of network Hierarchy of Katz status Hierarchy of pagerank Hierarchy of authority 

Relation: Argumentativeness (disagreement during a discussion) density = 3,16% 

Figure 1. Network of Argumentativeness (disagreement during a discussion) 

 

 

    

Basic form of network Hierarchy of Katz status Hierarchy of pagerank Hierarchy of authority 

Relation: Physical attraction (attractive to others) density: 9,48% 

Figure 2. Network of Physical attractiveness (attractive to others) 

 

  
 

 

Basic form of network Hierarchy of Katz status Hierarchy of pagerank Hierarchy of authority 

Relation: Scientific attraction (help for homework) density: 12,64% 

Figure 3. Network of Scientific attractiveness (help for homework) 

 

    

Basic form of network Hierarchy of Katz status Hierarchy of pagerank Hierarchy of authority 

Relation: Social attraction (friendly with you) density: 50, 39% 

Figure 4. Network of Social attraction (friendly with you) 

 

    
Basic form of network Hierarchy of Katz status Hierarchy of pagerank Hierarchy of authority 

Relation: Verbal aggressiveness (hurting) density: 2,56% 

Figure 5. Network of verbal aggressiveness (hurting) 
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Basic form of network Hierarchy of Katz status Hierarchy of pagerank Hierarchy of authority 

Relation: Power (advice on personal issues) density: 7,90% 

Figure 6. Relation: Power (advice on personal issues) 

 

In Table 1, it is observable that trust and sympathy are components of power either in academic or 

personal issues. Mentors who gain others’ trust in academic issues tend to have a good general grade at school 

(.708), distinction in studies (. 300), in professional career (.301), in science (.359) and in life generally (.319).  

 

Women seem to be chosen more often as mentors on academic issues (.276). Mentors who gain others’ 

trust in personal issues also tend to have a good general grade at school (.432), are interested in studies (.279) 

and in seeking a professional career (.273).  

 

Weight is negatively correlated to gain one’s trust in personal issues (-.272). Travelling abroad does not 

seem to be positively related to the profile of a mentor in personal issues (-.279). Again, the women can act as 

mentors in academic issues more often than men (.300).  

Those who gain others’ sympathy and have sympathy reputation aim at distinction in life (.348) and 

seem to be respected due to their attitude.  

Students who are considered scientifically attractive, subjectively or objectively, usually have a good 

general grade (.692, .469), inspire positively at lessons (.320, .367) and appearance (.328, .311), aim at scientific 

distinction (.353, .221) and success in life generally (.377, .311). They also opt for friends who are gentle and 

friendly (.254, .295) but not for friends with knowledge (-.249). Women seem to be more often scientifically 

attractive (.347, .321). Surfing the net for long hours is negatively related to scientific attraction (-.235) contrary 

to internet surfing for study purposes (.296).  

 

Finally, overweight students seem to scientifically unattractive (-.291, .405). Socially attractive 

students, subjectively and objectively, usually have a good general grade at school (.316, .511) but they do not 

appear to choose friends with knowledge (-.250, -.229).  

Objectively attractive students have not travelled abroad for the last five years (-.285), they think that 

they inspire in terms of lessons (.278) and they aim at professional distinction (.250). Physically attractive 

students think that they inspire others with their appearance (.290), do not opt for friends with knowledge (-.243) 

and female seem to be considered physically attractive more often than male (.326).  

Those who gain acceptability during a discussion have a good general grade at school (.327) and desire 

distinction as students (.247), but do not opt for friends with knowledge (-.276). Disputers during a discussion do 

not seem to have a good general grade (-.345), inspire in terms of lessons (-.285) or any desire for distinction as 

students (-.250). Students reputed for weakness during a discussion do not seem to have a good general grade 

either (-.277), they do not inspire positively by their appearance (-. 252) and do not opt for friends with 

knowledge (-.541).  

Targets of verbal aggressiveness and subsequently accusers of experiencing it who receive hurting 

comments are usually tall (.250) or overweight (.240) and live in urban space (-.322). Targets of verbal 

aggressiveness who are threatened seem to be tall (.418), to have a low general grade (-.308) and mostly are 

male (-.352).  

 

Table 1. Relation among network determinants of being a target of attractiveness, verbal aggressiveness 

argumentativeness and power among secondary school students and non-network determinants (sum = indegree 

+ Katz status + pagerank + authority) 
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In Table 2, students who practice verbal aggressiveness, and subsequently are accused of practicing 

hurt, irony or threat, are inspired by others in terms of appearance (.247, .239, .243) and opt for physically 

attractive friends (.236, .227). Those practicing hurt do not opt for friends who may sacrifice for them (-.258). 

Those accused of rudeness are inspired positively in terms of lessons (.247) and behaviour (.271) but do not opt 

for intelligent friends (-.298). Actors of threat do not have a good general grade (-.354).  

Students who are disputable, inspire by appearance (.286) and are inspired positively in terms of lessons 

by others (.241). Students prone to weakness during a discussion opt for physically attractive friends (.330) and 

inspire others regarding appearance (.339). Finally, students who demonstrate proneness to agreement do not 

seem to inspire in terms of lessons (-.285).  

Respectfulness in terms of physical attraction is positively related to general grade (.234) but not to 

opting for friends who make sacrifices (-.245). Scientific respectfulness is positively related to general grade 

(.233) and to appearance (.260).  

 

Table 2. Relation among network determinants of being an actor of attractiveness, verbal aggressiveness, 

argumentativeness and power among secondary school students and non-network determinants (outdegree) 
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In Table 3, being disputable during a discussion is positively related to weakness during it (.293), to 

practicing verbal aggressiveness in all forms (.367,.300, .593, .269), to respectfulness for mentoring in personal 
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issues (.281) and scientific attractiveness (.308). Proneness to weakness during a discussion is related to showing 

respectfulness for mentoring on academic (.218) and personal issues (.271). It is also correlated to verbal 

aggressiveness (.293, .434, .361) and the tendency to be attracted scientifically (.403), socially (.255) and 

physically (.249). Proneness to agreement during a discussion is related to respectfulness for mentoring on 

academic issues (.636) or personal issues (.488) and sympathy (.494), tendency to be attracted scientifically 

(.506, .248), socially (.387, .334) and physically (.275). There is no correlation to practicing any form of verbal 

aggressiveness.  

 

Table 3. Relation among network determinants of being an actor of attractiveness, verbal aggressiveness, 

argumentativeness and power among secondary school students (outdegree) 
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In Table 4, being scientifically attractive makes you socially attractive (.517, .481, .351, .427) and 

physically attractive (.372). It seems to protect you from being a target of verbal aggressiveness such as hurt (-

.230), irony (-.250), rudeness (-.244), threat (-.280), from being a disputer (-.436) or weak during a discussion (-

.487, -.309).   

On the contrary, being scientifically attractive increases the possibilities of feeling satisfaction due to 

acceptability during a discussion (.590, .320). Scientific attractiveness is positively related to getting the 

reputation of a mentor on academic issues (.792, .490), on personal issues (.579, .282) and on sympathy (.542, 

.321). 

Social attraction protects you less than scientific attraction from being a target of verbal aggressiveness. 

It shows protection only from being a target for rudeness (-.298, .228), but not from other forms like hurt, irony, 

threat.  

It protects from being a disputer (-.424, .371) and weak (-.276, -. 239)increases possibilities of feeling 

acceptability during a discussion (.687, .597). Physical attractiveness encourages receiving verbal aggressiveness 

in the form of hurt (.234) and does not seem to be protective, it increases acceptability (.457, .476) but protects 

you from appearing weak during a discussion (-.324, -.332) and allows you to get recognition as mentor (.252, 

.232, .489, .468) or attract sympathy (.434, .377).  

 

Being a target for verbal aggressiveness is positively related to being a disputer (.420, .430, .452, .275). 

Finally, acceptability in discussion is incompatible with weakness during a discussion (-.413) but is positively 

correlated to getting reputation as mentor on lessons (.413), on personal issues (.693) and attracting the liking of 

others as sympathetic (.711).  
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Table 4. Relation among network determinants of being a target of attractiveness, verbal aggressiveness, 

argumentativeness and power among secondary school students (sum= indegree + Katz status + Pagerank + 

Authority) 
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In Table 5, specific behavioural PCA types are “the interpersonally attractive mentor” and the 

“physically attractive target”. The first one consists of scientific attractiveness (.786, .517), social attractiveness 

(.796, .710), physical attractiveness (.452, .492), acceptability (.820) and is recognized as mentor on academic 

issues (.702), personal issues (.703) and attract others’ sympathy (.679). At the same time, the interpersonally 

attractive mentor is protected from all forms of verbal aggressiveness like hurt (-.309), irony (-.265), rudeness (-

.428), threat (-.289). The second type “The physically attractive target” is recognized to be physically attractive 

(.566, .498) and at the same time a target for all forms of verbal aggressiveness (.736, .702, .685, .532, .362).  

Table 5. Typology of targets of interpersonal attraction, verbal aggressiveness, argumentativeness and power 

(sum=indegree +Katz status +pagerank +authority) 

  

Interpersonally  Physically  

attractive 

mentor 

attractive 

target 

help.homework .786 .138 

help.homework_others .517 -.096 

Friendly to you .796 -.029 

Friendly to others .710 -.041 

Attractive to you .452 .566 

Attractive to others .492 .498 

hurt -.309 .736 

irony -.265 .702 

rudeness -.428 .685 

threat -.289 .532 

disagreement -.587 .362 

agreement .820 .145 

weakness -.510 -.165 

Advice lessons .702 .069 

Advice personal .703 .258 

Sympathy  .679 .195 
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In Table 6, specific PCA types are “the socialized troublemaker” and “the lonely coercer”. In the first 

case, the socialized troublemaker, despite making use of hurting comments (. 518)  or ironic ones (. 545), being 

rude (.468), disputable at times (.433) and weak during a discussion (.656), they never make use of threats 

(.108), they exhibit proneness to agreement (.585), tendency to be attracted scientifically (.801, .409), socially 

(.617, .593) and physically (.417) by their classmates and show respectfulness for academic (.772) and personal 

advice (.753).  In the second case, the lonely coercers are disputable (.469) during a discussion, they practice all 

kinds of verbal aggressiveness such as hurting comments (.556), ironic ones (.418), rude attitude (.597), and they 

even exercise threat (.511). 

 

Table 6. Typology of actors of verbal aggressiveness, interpersonal attraction, power and argumentativeness 

(outdegree) 

 
Socialized 

troublemaker 

Lonely 

coercer 

disagreement .433 .469 

agreement .585 -.418 

weakness .656 .288 

advice_lessons .772 -.125 

advice_personal_ .753 .070 

sympathy .605 -.388 

hurt .518 .556 

irony .545 .418 

rudeness .468 .597 

threat .108 .511 

help_homework .801 -.066 

help_homework_others .409 .121 

friendly_to_you .617 -.404 

friendly_to_others .593 -.409 

attractive_to_you .417 -.312 

attractive_to_others .227 -.414 

 

Discussion and conclusions 

Aim of this research was the exploration of interpersonal attractiveness, social power and verbal 

aggressiveness among secondary school students of physical education. The analysis of these behaviours as 

structural phenomena was carried out through social network analysis and their determinants were detected.  

It is evident that the networks present differences regarding their intensity in the different relations, with 

the relationships of attractiveness and power being denser than those of verbal aggressiveness. This has been 

proved in similar studies (Bekiari and Spyropoulou 2016, Bekiari et. al. 2019; Litsa et al., 2021) and indicates 

that despite emerging detrimental behaviours, physical education classes are still a place of socialization, not of 

conflict, a place of knowledge and collaboration.  Hierarchical forms of attractiveness seem to be correlated in 

the case of physical, scientific and social attractiveness, which has been also proved (Montoya et al 2008) but do 

not share any common nodes with the hierarchical forms of verbal aggressiveness. This can be attributed to the 

fact that verbal aggressiveness is a detrimental form of behaviour that distracts and does not attract, which has 

been proved in similar studies carried out in physical education university departments (Hasanagas and Bekiari 

2015, Bekiari and Hasanagas 2016, Bekiari and Spyropoulou 2016; Spanou et al., 2021). In addition, this finding 

is in accordance with Brock et al. (2009) who state that status in PE education depends mainly on students’ 

ability, attractiveness and popularity.  

Lack of argumentativeness as presented in the hierarchical forms of disagreement during a discussion in 

a PE class, does not seem to relate in any way with attractiveness hierarchies but only to verbal aggressiveness 

hierarchies. It appears that lack of argumentativeness may lead to disagreement during a discussion. As Riggio 

et. (2014) showed communication is a social skill related to the perceptions of attractiveness with the latter being 

affected by communication skills like fluency and ability to control conversation flow which can affect the 

overall individual’s attractiveness (Riggio et al. 1991). According to Montoya and Horton (2014) communicating 

creates and sustains interpersonal attractiveness, while Syrmpas and Bekiari (2015) pointed that 

argumentativeness has positive relationship with interpersonal attractiveness and negative with verbal 

aggressiveness for PE students.   

Regarding the non-network determinants, gender is an important one. Females are more possibly 

chosen as mentors either in personal or academic issues and seem to be more scientifically attractive in 
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comparison to male. This agrees with a study by Brunton (2003) that girls in PE show more preference towards 

responsibility issues.  General grade at school is an indicator for students who are trusted personally or 

academically and are both scientifically and socially attractive. High general grade is also an indicator for 

acceptability during a discussion and low general grade is correlated to weakness during a discussion. Good 

general grade at school appears to be a factor of targeting for verbal aggressiveness and low grade at school 

seems to be related with practicing verbal aggressiveness. Aiming at future distinction in academic or 

professional arena is a factor related to gaining others’ trust and becoming scientifically attractive as indicated in 

other studies as well (Krause et al. 2014). Regarding physical characteristics, weight and height seem to relate to 

attractiveness and verbal aggressiveness. More specifically, being overweight may make students unattractive 

physically and scientifically, while tall students become targets for verbal aggressiveness as has already been 

found in Bekiari et al. (2017a). Students living in town are targets for verbal aggressiveness more easily than 

those living in village. Urban space encourages verbal aggressiveness in comparison to the rural environment 

(Spanou and Bekiari 2020).  Finally, actors of verbal aggressiveness seem to be attracted by appearance and 

would not opt for friends willing to make sacrifices for them. All forms of attractiveness and their negative 

relation to verbal aggressiveness were also examined in Syrmpas and Bekiari (2015). 

What typology of table 5 suggests is that being attractive may turn you into a victim of verbal 

aggressiveness. Physical attractiveness alone does not necessarily protect from being targeted. Physical 

attractiveness is the most frequently expressed form of interpersonal attractiveness as the content analysis of 

Bevan et al. (2016) showed, but trusting someone (Singh et al. 2016) has been found to be of greater importance 

to the emergence of interpersonal attractiveness.  This can explain why the mentor profile of our study, that is 

argumentativeness along with social and scientific attractiveness, protects you from being a target of verbal 

aggressiveness. Someone who is chosen either as a collaborator due to scientific attractiveness (they may 

demonstrate knowledge or cooperative skills during sports classes) or as a friend due to social attractiveness (for 

personal contact and advice), but simultaneously they can support themselves during a discussion, they do not 

appear to be a target for verbal aggressiveness. Darnis and Lafont (2015) in their study of symmetrical and 

asymmetrical dyads in PE conclude that knowledge is connected to power in that knowledge allows the support 

of train of thought and action in sport which equates to power that in turn can support students of lower skills 

and their results also support our study. Nezlek et al. (2011) found that work consciousness affects interpersonal 

attractiveness. In our study aiming at excellence and the desire to inspire others are the non-network parameters 

that affect scientific attractiveness. Someone may be opted as a collaborator during a sports lesson when they 

aim at the best possible results professionally, academically or they inspire by their attitude in general life or 

their professionalism. It can also create some different kind of extraversion that is highlighted for interpersonal 

attractivenss (Losch and Retsch 2018).  

  The typology in table 6 indicates the role attractiveness can play for the emergence of verbal 

aggressiveness during PE classes and the degree of its seriousness according to the form of its practice. Students 

who feel attracted by their classmates physically, socially, scientifically and show respectfulness for academic 

and personal advice, allowing to be mentored, may practice verbal aggressiveness using hurting comments, irony 

and rude behaviour but they do not resort to threatening behaviour, which indicates a tendency to act 

aggressively without being socially excluded. Their aggression seems to be superficial. On the other hand, 

students who do not feel attracted by their classmates, do not show any respectfulness for being mentored and 

are considered disputers during discussions, seem to make use of hurting, ironic, rude comments which may turn 

into threatening behaviour as well. These students manifest indiosyncratic verbal aggressiveness profile and 

simultaneously seem to be indifferent to school and socialisation. Verbal aggresiveness seems to be part of their 

idiosyncrasy which self-ostracizes them. Similar results were proposed in Bekiari and Hasanagas (2016), 

Theoharis and Bekiari (2017), Theocharis et al. (2017).   

 PE educators, aware of the relationship between attractiveness and power can exploit the socially and 

task attractive students in order to create intentional tutoring-type situations that can enhance learning and 

performance in PE classrooms. Also, knowing the profile of aggressive, non-argumentative students can help PE 

teachers recognize this kind of student, making it easier to attempt their inclusion in PE, since interactions 

between group members need to be valued in PE classes (Barker and Quennerstedt 2015).  

In conclusion, by using network analysis with various centrality values of nodes allowed us to 

investigate the correlation of network variables of attractiveness and aggressiveness. The analysis shed further 

light on the network schematic and the differentiations between indicators which reflect a variety of properties 

and features. Malloy (2018) states that interpersonal attractiveness phenomena operate at multiple levels of 

analysis and not only on dyad level. Social network analysis really allows us to achieve this multiple level 

analysis by looking at the network and not just at the dyad. As Finkel et al. (2015) also stated, interpersonal 

attractiveness varies and is not restricted in dyad relationship and here the combination of conventional and non-

conventional statistics facilitates the examination of the multi-faceted phenomenon of interpersonal 

attractiveness along with social power, argumentativeness and verbal aggressiveness as structural phenomena. 

Certain limitations of this study consist in the restricted sample as well as in the restricted region. Therefore, the 

findings reflect the beliefs and knowledge of students in this educational context and geographical area, with the 

result that there is difficulty in generalizing the results in the wider educational population. However, the 
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primary aim of this study has not been the generalisation of results to a wider population, but instead to point out 

how correlations may have a generalised effect and tendency in the PE student community. A challenge of future 

research would be an extension of sampling on more school classes so as to enable an age-oriented or education 

level comparison, as well as the use of mixed methods in the exploration of the phenomena. 

 

Conclusions 

 Attractiveness and power networks are denser than those of verbal aggressiveness indicating that 

positive relationships outnumber negative ones in PE classes.  

 Lack of argumentativeness is positively related to verbal aggressiveness and negatively related to 

interpersonal attractiveness. Lack of argumentativeness may turn you both into a target of verbal 

aggressiveness and into an actor of verbal aggressiveness, a “lonely coercer”. 

 Females are chosen more often as mentors and the general grade is an indicator of targeting and 

practicing verbal aggressiveness, with highly achieving students being targeted by those with lower 

grades. 

 Interpersonally attractive mentors who combine all three types of interpersonal attractiveness, are 

trusted by their classmates and are argumentative seem to be protected from verbal targeting. 

 Not being attracted or mentored by others leads to idiosyncratic verbal aggressiveness development. 

 Social network analysis facilitates the visualization of the grid of relationships developed in PE classes. 
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